Abstract: With the deployment of new smart grid technologies and the penetration of renewable energy in power systems, significant uncertainty and variability is being introduced into power grid operation. Traditionally, the Energy Management System (EMS) operates the power grid in a deterministic mode, and thus will not be sufficient for the future control center in a stochastic environment with faster dynamics. One of the main challenges is to improve situational awareness. This paper reviews the current status of power grid operation and presents a vision of improving wide-area situational awareness for a future control center. An advanced framework, consisting of parallel state estimation, state prediction, parallel contingency selection, parallel contingency analysis, and advanced visual analytics, is proposed to provide capabilities needed for better decision support by utilizing high performance computing (HPC) techniques and advanced visual analytic techniques. Research results are presented to support the proposed vision and framework.
INTRODUCTION
With the deployment of new smart grid technologies and the penetration of renewable energy in power systems, the traditional Energy Management System (EMS) functions operating in a deterministic mode will not be adequate for the future control center. There are new challenges, such as stochastic modelling, uncertainty quantification, computational speed, and advanced situational awareness that need to be overcome to upgrade today's EMS functions to make them suitable for smart grid operation.
There are several publications about future control centers. For example , Wu et.al. (2005) discussed their view of a future grid service-based control center: an ultimate distributed control center, focused on information and communication technologies. In (Li et al. 2009 ), the authors provided their vision on the next generation monitoring, assessment and control functions in a future control center. Cheung et al. (2010) proposed their vision of smart dispatch in the context of a control center in the smart grid environment. This paper focuses on the challenge of advanced situational awareness, and also describes some ongoing related research conducted by the authors.
Inadequate situational awareness and ineffective visualization of power system conditions have been identified as two of the main reasons for the Northeast blackout of 2003 in North America (DOE 2004) . The main issues related to situational awareness in today's control center are:
(1) Low computational speed for key situational awareness related EMS functions, such as state estimation, contingency selection, and contingency analysis. In today's practice, for state estimation, there is significant potential for reducing the computational time by applying high performance techniques and advanced mathematic algorithms. For contingency analysis, normally a small number of predefined cases are selected. This could result in an incomplete system status, and it is not suitable for the future "N-x" contingency analysis (i.e., failures of multiple components). In addition, with the increase of system demand, as well as the penetration of renewable energy (Smith and Parsons 2007) , the system operating points can change rapidly in a short time period. Thus, there is a great need to improve computational speed for these functions to allow operators see a complete picture of real-time system status.
(2) Significant increase of variation and uncertainty (DeMeo et al. 2005 ). This increase is mainly caused by the fast growth of variable renewable generation. To operate grid more reliable, the predictive capability of knowing future system status is desired.
(3) Lack of an advanced visual and analytic tool. Contingency analysis and other large power system analysis techniques produce large amounts of data. Presently, most of the current commercial tools use tabular data to represent system status, which is not easy to interpret within a short timeframe when the system is stressed. Advanced visualization techniques are therefore needed to provide improved visualization capabilities over a wide geographic area and help operators to make timely decisions.
To solve the three issues mentioned above and provide more decision-support to operators in future control centers, an advanced framework (Fig. 1) However, the number of samples required by the MonteCarlo method is very large and increases with the dimension of the problem. Current western North American power system has over 14,000 buses (i.e., 28,000 states) and the number of Monte-Carlo samples is prohibitively large, which makes the problem becomes computationally infeasible.
One of the key elements in building a prediction methodology for power grid states is the effective leading time. The effective leading time is the time difference between the instant that the prediction is finished and the targeted prediction time (Fig. 5 ). To effectively guide power grid operations, it is desirable that the time delay caused by communication and computation be reduced. This ensures that the prediction can be finished within the limited time to obtain an effective leading time. The prediction errors normally increase with increasing leading time of prediction algorithms. The delay from communication and computation should be shorter than the leading time of the prediction algorithm to be an "actual prediction". To achieve the same effective leading time with higher accuracy, it is desirable to shorten the time delay from computation and communication. To overcome the computational problem brought in by the Monte-Carlo method, a collocation method (Lucor et al. 2004 ) was applied by Lin et al. (2011) on the power grid state prediction to reduce the number of samples, while maintaining the estimation accuracy. The collocation method uses a smaller number of samples than the Monte-Carlo method to represent the error distribution. Case study results using an IEEE 14-bus system (Power online) show that the Monte-Carlo method requires 1000 samples, while the collocation method only requires 101 samples to reach the same level of estimation accuracy in quantifying the prediction errors. In addition, both the Monte-Carlo method and the collocation method are scalable. Thus, parallel computation methods can be applied to further shorten the computation time.
Discussion
Currently, a power system is operated using past states obtained from state estimation. With the state predictor added, a power system will be operated based on the best information from the past, current, and future states. Thus, with more complete and accurate information, it is expected that power systems can be operated with improved reliability and efficiency.
State prediction can be categorized into short-term prediction (seconds to minutes), mid-term prediction (hours), and longterm prediction (days). Different state prediction intervals have different applications and impacts. For the short-term prediction interval (seconds to minutes), the prediction results can be used to provide the guideline for the load following and regulation control applications.
CONTINGENCY SELECTION
Contingency selection is a technique for identifying the most credible contingencies from a large candidate set of possibilities, and hence reduce the computational time in contingency analysis. In today's practice, a small number of contingency cases are predefined for detailed contingency analysis, which can potentially miss some critical contingency cases, resulting in an incomplete system status. This scenario will get worse when considering the large amount of "N-x" contingency analysis cases. Therefore, to meet the requirements in reliability standards (NERC online) and prevent cascading failures, there is a great need for "N-x" contingency selection.
In the past several decades, significant research has been conducted in the area of contingency selection. The following are a few examples. Ejebe and Wollenberg (1979) proposed the basis of the system performance indices (PI) approach for contingency ranking. Ejebe et al. (1988) , Mikolinnas and Wollenberg (1981) , Chen and Bose (1989) , and Hadjsaid et al. (1993) discussed a PI voltage violation related method based on approximate power flow solutions. Zaborszky et al. (1980) discussed contingency evaluation using concentric relaxation methods. Meliopoulos and Cheng (1990) proposed a hybrid contingency selection method. Kang and Meliopoulos (2002) proposed a quadratized power flow sensitivity analysis algorithm. Pandit et al. (2003) proposed a fuzzy neural network method. These existing methods are of differing accuracies in identifying the credible set of contingency cases. From the computational point of view, many of these methods still involve some kind of simplified analysis of all contingency cases. The methods may be suitable for "N-1" (i.e., failures of any one component) contingency analysis. However, for "N-x" analysis, because of the sheer number of contingency cases, it is impractical for using these methods even with simplified computation. To perform smart contingency selection for "N-x" contingency analysis, more efficient contingency selection methods are required. re P i and P ima he i th branch, r n integer. n i ke more we rload rates. 
